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FireScope

The trusted provider of visibility and intelligence for connected assets that 
deliver the world’s business
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• New Asset Landscape: 
• More assets outside company walls

• Personal devices / BYOD

• Failed CMDB, Service Desk, Help Desk Implementations
• 80% of ITSM Projects fail, 85% of companies don’t know what assets they 

have, where they are and who owns them!

• 45% of companies are in a reactive state èproject-based asset inventory

• Strategic Projects are Delayed or at Risk due to low quality IT 
Asset records. Impacting:
• Change Management / IT Transformation

• Infrastructure Modernisation

• Cloud Migration/Datacenter Consolidation

• CMDB/ITSM implementations

• Incomplete, Inaccurate and Out-of-Date Data
• What’s on my network, where is it, who owns it?

• What assets support your critical services? What dependencies exist?

• Governance and Compliance Audits of IT Assets & Services

Today’s IT Environment Challenges



FS Service Asset Maturity Model (SAMM)
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Get control of your IT Assets
Persistent discovery with CMDB/ITSM integration

1

Map technology assets and their dependencies to 
lines of business, applications and services
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Monitor asset capacity & performance 
and avoid service disruptions
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Align ITAM with business objectives. 
Identify risks and impacts to business
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0
Nothing in place, no official ITAM practice

• What level is your 
organisation at?

• What level do your 
executives expect?



FireScope Solution & Benefits

Visibility
You can’t rely on manual processes, spreadsheets or disparate tools alone
Get complete visibility and maximise your hardware and software asset value and performance.
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Security
Always know everything that connects & disconnects to your network
Discover every IT asset and reduce security risks. You can’t secure what you don’t know about. 

Operational Efficiency
Get more value from what you have
Empower your Service Desk users with accurate, up-to-date, contextual data. Reduce MTTR, avoid service disruption, 
successfully migrate workloads.

Cost Optimisation
Save on IT fees. Make impact assessments easier. Enhance Risk Management.                                   
Reduce cloud footprint and identify under-utilised hardware. 
Reduce hardware purchases and save on software license costs. Reduce reworking due to incomplete or missing data

$

Compliance
Avoid non-compliance financial penalties.
HIPAA, PCI DSS, GDPR all require you to know and secure all IT assets and protect the personal data stored or 
transmitted.

FireScope provides real-time, persistent discovery of your Networked IT Assets 
and their relationships to your critical business services.



Why is FireScope Different?
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Persistent Discovery
Real-time discovery, passive 
and/or active

Four Layer Discovery and 
Dependency Mapping
Application, Network, Cloud, Storage

Baseline Service Maps
Monitor changes to the baseline

Baseline Alerts
Alert and notification on changes to the 
baseline

Time to Value
Short implementation cycle delivers 
initial data and results within days

Integration Manager
Bi-directional - CMDB, ITSM, Monitoring, 
Inventory, Notification, Cloud 



Use Case: CMDB / ITSM Initiatives
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When commencing new IT or CMDB initiatives, many companies realise that their IT asset data 
is incomplete, inaccurate and out of date - leading to delays and even project failure.
Poor data quality undermines CMDB/IT projects and must be addressed to be successful!

FireScope discovers all IT assets and their associated dependencies. We collect required 
attributes and the asset’s service dependency context. This data can be inspected, baselined 
and uploaded to your CMDB using FireScope’s existing API/Interface support.

FireScope’s superior, continuous discovery provides an accurate count of ALL assets and their 
business service dependencies. FireScope supports persistent, real-time updates – keeping 
your CMDB data up-to-date and reflecting the latest IT landscape and changes as they happen.

85% of companies CMDB Projects fail – many companies fail more than once! 



Use Case: Data Center & Cloud Migration

Migrating critical applications to the cloud based on out of date, inaccurate or incomplete data 
(from your CMDB or Subject Matter Experts) introduces risk and project delay. To ensure your 
Cloud/DC footprint is optimised, you must have a complete view of all IT Assets that support 
migrated services  

FireScope discovers and maps all dependencies, Virtual Machines, Hosts, Network, Application 
and Storage data. This detail allows migration and consolidation plans to be defined and agreed.

Prevent migration failure and avoid need to defer or repeat your migration cutovers. 
FireScope eliminates failures that cause major downtime and loss of revenue. 
In a recent project, we identified 3 unknown servers, including 1 jump host support server that 
was not accounted for in the original project – avoiding a potential future prolonged outage!

84% of enterprises have a multi-cloud strategy. 
Organisations leverage 5 Clouds on average
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Use Case: Change Management / Risk Management

Incomplete and inaccurate data limits IT’s ability to assess risks associated with IT change initiatives.
With IT increasingly moving to shorter cycles, agile methodologies, virtual environments, the use of 
containers and microservices – accurate, up-to-date asset data has never been more important.

By discovering IT assets and their dependencies and by having a consistent and up to date view of all 
the IT assets that support your services – informed, risk-based change decisions can be made about 
any adds, deletions or unauthorised changes to your IT assets and how these changes will impact 
your IT and business services

FireScope makes real-time asset discovery (Servers, Applications, Virtual & Storage) and 
dependency data available, providing the Change and Risk Management information you need in a 
proactive manner. Data does not need to be searched for at the beginning of each project! 

69% of executives are not confident current risk management policies and practices will be enough to meet future needs.
93% of companies agree that innovation technologies are necessary to reach their digital transformation goals
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Use Case: Security/Incident Response

Increased home working using BYOD practices, hybrid infrastructures, etc. are all adding to IT 
complexity. Identifying unauthorised or unplanned changes to the IT that supports your Business 
Services in a timely manner is becoming more and more complicated!

Any changes to traffic flows can result from an IT Asset or Device being added to or removed from 
a service – whether due to operational change management, an operational failure or a security 
issue. By listening to traffic flows, FireScope can immediately identify changes and generate alerts. 

FireScope identifies updates or changes to your network in real-time and can provide timely 
alerts to your Security Department and/or Support Team.  Where a CMDB interface exists, 
incidents can also be automatically created for issue management and tracking.

Security breaches have increased by 11% since 2018 and 67% since 2014
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Use Case: IT Governance 

In regulated or competitive environments, companies are required to align core business processes 
with international or internally defined standards. Companies must understand which IT devices 
access critical business services - so that compliance can be monitored and recorded (audit trail). 

Breeches of governance or compliance standards can be identified and notified by FireScope, 
creating an alert whenever any unauthorised IT assets access a service. FireScope also supports IT 
audits – by recording and documenting IT access to critical or sensitive services. FireScope provide 
support for industry standards - eg PCI DSS, HIPAA and ITIL/other frameworks

FireScope identifies all IT Assets and their dependencies in a persistent and real time manner, 
providing ongoing visibility of the assets that connect to each service. This data is used to monitor 
and record compliance and identify breaches to approved processes and procedures. 

IT Governance is essential to ensuring effective and efficient use of IT to achieve your business 
goals. The most successful companies are those with the best IT Governance processes!
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Use Case: Cost Optimisation  

One of the main objectives of every IT Department is to ensure that investment is directed to 
focus budget on the most important business demands, whilst eliminating waste or over-
investment in less critical areas.

FireScope provides relevant details to inform your IT Finance related decisions. For example: 
• Technology rationalisation - identifying and eliminating under-utilised resources;
• Consolidation of overall IT footprint; 
• Identifying and removing outdated or off-strategy applications
• Elimination of duplicate or unnecessary IT 

FireScope identifies all IT Assets and Dependencies, informing decisions about where cost 
reduction opportunities might exist. FireScope maps an IT asset to all the services it supports –
allowing the value of each IT asset to be individually considered! 

Cloud adoption and IT Automation are increasing the pressure on businesses to justify costs
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Use Case: Consolidation/M&A 

Over time, evolving business demands introduce IT. Lack of transparency leads to increased IT 
management complexity and maintenance costs. Complexity also arises when a company acquires 
or merges with another company that uses a different technology stack. Complexity even arises 
when teams in different locations use different approaches to implement the same service!

Individual assets can be examined by FireScope to highlight which services they support. This 
capability allows the risk of removing or consolidating assets/technologies in your IT environment to 
be assessed. Similarly, services in different locations or in different parts of a merged environment 
can be compared to determine best practice and/or to remove inefficiencies and duplication. 

FireScope provides an up to date, accurate view of which IT assets support each business service. 
This detail provides essential information to inform consolidation and best practice initiatives.

almost 30% of post-merger integrations did not have the expected success
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Subscription Pricing Model Aligned With Maturity Level

Discover and Baseline 
your IT Assets for 

CMDB Upload

Map Baselined IT 
Assets to Business 

Services

Get Control of Your 
Assets

Map CI & Dependencies 
that deliver services

Monitoring of 
individual IT Assets

Monitor performance 
avoid service disruptions

Monitor at Business 
Service level

Align IT with business 
objectives and targets

The FireScope journey begins 
with Inventory Control and 
CMDB Integration. In some 
cases, we may not want to 

include all devices in a Service 
baseline - eg Phones or other 
end-user devices. FireScope 
supports this requirement

Implement Change Planning 
Create a RISK view for Change 

Management. FireScope allows 
you to answer new questions –
eg What Services does an Asset 
Support? What Assets support 

my Service?

Management by Fact
and Performance availability 

monitoring.
Define and configure your 
required monitoring per 

device. 

Continuous Improvement 
and Full regulatory 

compliance. Monitor against 
SLA KPIs - ie assess impact of 
an alarm/ failure on overall 

service performance

Increasing Maturity 

*Enterprise licenses available
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FireScope Sweetspot – Initial Sales Prospecting Upsell /Roadmap - Follow-on Opportunity


